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it 102 theatres in other European co
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to
Mrs. Helen D, Tbbtbak, Box 2920, New York City.]
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Ignaoe Paderewski will make his
it Carnegie Music Hall, November
■ HOME.
vith the Symphony Orchestra unde
Patti will leave Wales for America on November 29th. three orchestral concerts and thr
lounced, the former at Carnegie
'Remenyi, the celebrated violinist, will concertize this Madison Square Garden music hall
country the coming season.
place within two weeks from the abo
Eugene D’Albert will give a series of recitals in this iki gave his farewell concert in Lon
country in the spring of 1892.
foreign
Carl V. Laohmund has begun his work at the
■
Seharwenka Conservatory of Music.
Saint-SIsns’ new work is entitle
Clara E. Thoms gave recently a successful recital at . ABBao.STHCMis tie Nestor
the Warsaw, New York Sanitarium.
is now eig y years o
Mr./Emil Liebling recently gave the last of his mid¬
Ma&ia TeresaXJaiireno is eng
summer programmes before bis pupils.
Berlin Philharmonic concerts next
The London music publishers contemplate opening a
F. X. Arens will give a series of
house.for their publications in. New York City.
next winter, composed of American
’
■“■■■
The fall season of popular concerts under Anton
Mascagni’s new opera, “L’Ami
Seidl, at Madison Square Garden, opened September 9th. produced under Dr. Richter’s direc
Mr. Boboowitz, the well-known pianist, confines'Jhis "Miss Aits her (She has played
musical labors to the college of music at Toronto, given by Mme. Wagner at Villa Wa
Canada.
Verdi says, that he may not f
■ Carl Zerrahn celebrated his quarter centennial ai
“Falstaff”; however heis workingo
: rm1
i
a oi
The Imperial Conserva^y at St
students during the past year; The
naa oils.
Gounod is suffering from poor ey
health. His condition is a sourc
friends.
T7ii.
it. , j
, y?BDi’composer,
hundred thousand dollars m the
ment of hpspitals.
A memorial tablet has been plac

ending, finally, in sobs and tears, and tired, sorrow-laden
sleep. This latter is prettily and cleverly wrought out
by the composer.- Then there is the “Rider’s Song”
and the “Hunter’s Song,” “The Little Orphan,” and
jaihera from the same volume, from which any teacher
can make most interesting stories. Pieces to which a
story or graphic description can be given are common
enough if the teacher but turns his attention to the
subject,

ful in compositions of this gen

become standard and essential to
, ,
...
e
study, while, of the numerons
writers, old arid new, by far/th
passed or are passing into “Innoc
Measured as to result, the 6

essentially and constantly, to the
| tive control of means in the app
cisely and delicately adjusted
.needed nuances and relative inte

. ,
,
We answer the questions of our subscribers with pleas¬ tion of sections and, phrases, and
ure. But if they would look over a few back numbers theyneans already suggested, as
- ships of these phrases one to ano
they will in many instances find their questions analL the music forms, must we tak
. swered.
We also receive many questions to which Zy . ,
,
.j
answers can be found in any musical dictionary:' We basis for our estimate and consid
It must be conceded then, th
answer no questions that are not sighed witlpthe correct
technical
material and, in addi
name and address aB well as a fictitious name of the j
and even emotional cont
sender. If subscribers will remember thiB they will musical
.
.
„
.
. .
in
pianoforte
study, in cultivat
always get either a private answer or one in The Etude.
We in no case publish the name pf the person who asks a and taste along With technical
question. Please write nothing on the sheet but your often looked upon by both teach
question. If an answer is not received within a few days necessary evil, andthe work put
by mail be patient, itu,will appear at some time in The fore, mainly perfunctory, a kind
orthodox requirement. There c
Etude
S
. ,
. /
___
from £tudt work when-studied w
Interest the' officers of your public library in getting a livea even ,ith ,he be.t of ccnte
supply of musical literature. Every music pupil should hand, coil amort work, with clo
have the invaluable advantage such a library would will yield a rich return.
offer. But he should also collect a library of his own,
For example, take the Cram
and nothing will be more inspiring in this line than to No. VII., in F minor, a study fu
first cultivate a taste for musical reading through the j Ivan d pupil for th d vel pm
help of f he,|jnI>1 ic 1 -brary.
ception and technic, Let the m
' Pupils .make the mistake of thinking a teacher is
, prompted only by mercenary motives. This is not true.
After once engaged, he sinks his own interest and looks
for the real reward in his pupil’s progress. Money may
buy a teacher’s time, but not his interest, his patience,
hiB enthusiasm, his energy, his heart; these are the allpowerful factors in teaching.—Presser. '

hand be carefully punctuated, aB
vertical line., after the manner o
or m any eonv menl way
will be on the strong part of t
divided "parts), and carefully esta
,,
...
section, together with the sugge
and work this out into correspo
the keyboard, fragment by. fra

not transform our nature, nor will our innermost life be
shaped for good by one who does not so command o,ur
admiration as to draw us away from ourselves and toward
him unceasingly. But the steady outgoing of our affec¬
tions towards one whom we deem worthy of praise and
love and trust will gradually make us like him, by con¬
forming us to our recognized ideal in him. ‘ There are
some men and some women in whose company we are
always at oar best. While with them we cannot think
mean thoughts or speak ungenerous words. Their mere
presence is elevation, purification, sanctity. All the best
stops in our nature are drawn out by their intercourse,
and we find music in. our souls that was never there be¬
fore. , Suppose even that influence prolonged through
a month, a year, a lifetime, and what could not life
become?’ ”
.
The writer could have truthfully included the books
we read and music we study, as well as only to have
mentii u l
■ e w e 1 il , .
' PERIODS OF REPOSE IN PRACTICE.
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people read by single words. He c
about one-fifth the time of an ordin
when he is reading silently.
The rapid sight-reader has somet
skill. In fact one never becomes
mnsic until he can- read in advance
Those who read by sections and phra
who play with the greatest express
begin the phrase the whole of it is
there, is a mental ideal of how it s
course this is only possible to skillful p
can be dv ted up to it
First, they should attempt to read a
count-torn advance of their playing;
accent to accent, which would be
four-four time; then read by measu
sentences. Bat this cannot be don
note by note.
The musical effect is represented i
portray and indicate to the emotions
give this ex ression
There is one step to be taken prev
and that is to teach- the pupils to r
notes as if they, we.te one thing, and-t
runs as if they were a- single musica
being made up of separate notes. T
why the performer should not read the
of a composition as well as a person i
should have his mind taken up with
author’b thought, and not merely wi
letters on the page.

One-third of the twenty-four hours, as a rule, is spent in
sleep. One-third of the time the bangs and heart are at
rest, that is, there is an instant of repose after the pulsa¬
tion of the heart and inflation of the lungs. This seems
to be the rule of nature, so fajr.as humanity is concerned. A
modification of this holds good in technical practice. To
play a scale through from three to five or more times,
with the idea of making it as perfect as possible, is con¬
siderably exhausting to the nervous force. If at the end
of the attempt, one waits an instant, perhaps the length
of a measure, he can proceed again with perfect fresh¬
ness, in fact on a higher plane, nearer perfection than
during the previons effort. But on the other hhnd, if he
The young teacher who feels his o
should try to play the scale as well as he can for fifteen weakness, by the promptings of ah ins
minutes, the larger portion of the practice would be more knowledge, a deeper insight in
worse than useless,’because it would distinctly degenerate, art, or bj an overwhelming sense of
The less of poor playing we do the better. Pupils j bilities of the human mind, is better
who will practice their scales as above suggested will ceited old fool who has grown fat on
make a rapid progress. When we aim at some definite ! the ignorance of the public.—Presser*
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this method of beginning and that in which the pupil is to each count, very light, b
made to play a large lot of five-finger exercises and paiss- The counting goes on aloud
age forms, such as those in the Tausig system (which ness. -At first you need not t
Tausig himself never practiced, I am told). In the latter cause it is rather difficult, but
the concept is not so much keyboard as mechanical hand- Another way of bringing the p
concept,—such and such combinations of fingers being measure is for you to cause
the inner nature of the thought. Mason regulates all his play strongly marked measur
changes of chords ejte., by tonal concepts, but by a system requiring the pupil to count
of permutations- which places the theoretical musical first listened without countin
considerations in the background.
(3) By the inner that you do not accent with s
musical method, I mean such a method as devoted the pupil to be certain how often t
entire earlier time of the first three or four terms of help will be to play four-hand
lessons to developing musical percepts and concepts, and to count the time aloud. Th
only a small part of the time to playing exercises, anjL "that in this point and in the o
those more for quality than for execution properly so take up, the root of the troub
called. I fancy that my friend, Mr. C. B. Cady, has or unawakened self conscious
one of the best, or the best, method of thia kind that has to gain yonr points bj educa
been produce#. If he ever succeeds in perfecting the next ten weeks you address y
explanation of his method, and finishes the exercises he musical education during at

is at work upon, he will make, I have little doubt, one lessons, the pupil will be grea
of the best elementary books that has ever been made have to bring out in the time
for children. My Twenty Lessons occupy an intermediate and the division of units, two

ground,
being
in part
,
Te
„ ._,
„ of the latter
_ and
. .rpart..of the
.. second which will presently
. ,3t_bring
6 yo
3
kind.

If a teacher will carry out the directions, the of time-values in rhythms.

results will approve the work ; so I judge from the many
As for producing discords
testimonials that have reached me from practical teachers a case of inattention of ear,
who hare used it If I Lad to doit over Iwoold improve elsewhere.*, that the ear do

the application of Mason s system, by introducing his of the sound of the music pr

to my private musical studies ?

I received a few lessons you purpose making music an ea

SYcive^most oTmv studv
ed £etoor
more to pieces? Is it possible for me to make a good
musician of myself by(
by studying without a teacher?

^
ifc a busi°eS8’ is,t0
pl« d° «*'6Very mtellectnal P*
whatever hpnest source you can
five hundred, a thousand, fifteen

,^-What special advantage Tfould it be to me if I take les^
bat1“tether
ons
i‘: some celebraft j teacher o^of^oiVon^who
r of
n f one
ho d°llarS’ accordinS to the natar
gives
Sf instruclions,
known,
gives ?he
th b“
>estt of
... str ic iopi. but
b it is
is not
>*»: widely
wit el. kno
wn sPend U’ not recklessly but pr
so long as I have good instruction ?
m. a. m.
some eminent master. Many a
t»
it S.
a m
_Vv,hi
To M.
M.—Your

lotted contains
onhioins three
iVirmo distinct
rliotinot Ws nniversity heavily clad with
letter
questions which I will take up in order. First, as to preventivC-mgainst indolence
entered his profession, and in a
i’
ivi n of pr
:e time between music ar
echinal
filled up the cavity of debt, b
matters : my custom with all my piano pupils is to begin
structure of possession on the
while yet cool and scarcely warmed to your task, with
no more risk in educating yo
the dry mechanism. * Continue this for a little while till
“any other branch of professiona
i begins to gh • and warm into life m i r the conce tra
tion of your mental light. Then take up your new music
and study very slowly, analytically and attentively with
A HUT IN EEGAED TO
c aeh * md separ tely, till’i . lodera e deg r< of i srfec
tion is reached. After which you may practice the hands
BY MAY M. RO
together. Finally, casting off all shackles of reflection
and breaking down the thorny hedge of analytical
When I think of a small and
thought, rush, free, buoyant, and exultant, through the knew taking but one lesson a w
music, employing it as a buttress*of your own nature in hours a day on that lesson, usua
its thbn heightened and excited state. Through these ments ” in Richardson’s New M
two later stages of analytic practice and emotioHal play- for the poor little-maiden letti
ing, you must take both your new music and all your on her fingerB and the keys. S
old music. Never let your repertoire die out. Very was not much music in her rend
few compositions which are worth studying at all are of ments,” and she hated keepin
temporary value, and if you have to learn a piece for possible to work hard and get d
the nonce, forget it aB soon as you can, keeping both other studies, there would have
brain and time Open for the storing-away and frequent it,, but the clock moved at the
enjoyment of imperishable masterpieces.
matter how hard she studied.
Second, you ask if it is possible to become a good xnusi- as she found when coming to th
cian without a teacher. Yes and no. If you absolutely can- decided to follow the advicf, gi
not obtain good instruction and yet love music, I would over twenty-five times in succes
say cultivate it, even though hampered, for th® old adage, Hers was something definite to
“A half loaf is better than none,” might be expanded, to do it, but did not succeed at
and I might say even a crumb of pure musical happiness was done more than once, but i
is worth gathering up if one cannot secure a feast, close approach to victory little
But if you wish to become a professional musician, it ble, little fingers to falter, and
is both nonsenical and criminal to flqunder along by your- j But what ailed the clock? T
■.'ft
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Every profession is now well supplied with its own spe¬
cial line of reading, both in books and magazines. These
are essential to a progressive work, One who has no
love ft
I hook loses on half of he
orl 1 s best
thought,.* great i
llectu 1 pie sure l 1 a sourci of
tnstrudtion and delight—J7. A, Smith.
_ \

th« confidence n nr music &] ibi
The reason lies in the-fact tha
faculty; it is nothing more tha
has no connection with mind 5 w
not be divorced from mind, .an
begin as soon as the study of m
—While Turner, the great painter, was engaged upon necessary mental work which
. ne * •' h s immort il vort s, a lad of ra lk, 1< okinj on, with a quick ear. It is so hard
remar ed
But, M I’nrner I do n t se in nat re all what the ear does not dictate, an
< — *-* depict ther
‘-Ah
ac m, an ,d the faction in transferring the prin
keys. -Hence for a long time it
painter.
Spurgeon.
The- teacher who surrenders himself with entire love to this mental drndgery there
and^self-sacrifice to Ms scholars is the true artist. The With back unsupported, arms ex
scholar, whether as a practical magician or as'an-art- -with the continued effort to read
loving dilettante, may thank him not only for a correct i much misery that child endures
mechanical technique, but also for a right direction in tice-hoar is dreaded and looked
as a ta- to b< shirked if < )ssib
the way-of intellectual culture.—Plaidy.
■
/ \i
:;.i 'fit''' to
:p \..y.
; ..
•.
fi
The next question that presen
Let no one say the moral effects of music are small
is the best method to be empl
or insignificant. That domestic and long-suffering in¬
ners?” Let us suppose the pn
strument, the piano, has probably done more to sweeten
ever about music. The first
exist* ni *, an 5 bring : eac * an 1 h ip jin< s to fa nilie 3 in
acquire the power of using the f
general and to young women ia particular, than all the
and easy manner. The way to a
homilies on the domestic virtues ever yet penned.—H. R.
teacher to see that the pupil p
Hawies.
beginning. In no'othCr way c
This is our mission in life: To cause good music to be ...
>1
et the mt cles of th
heard in the land. And it is the mission of mnsic to

strengthened and-moved upon ’ey s power refining and
ennobling —the power of goc 1 music.— Teffers.
Cultivate the faculty of absolute attention, a mental
concentration that is complete in form and instantaneous
in action ; the ability to focus the whole spiritual being,
intellectual and emotional, into a “white-heat’tofever,
under a sort of “ life-or-death ” feeling of respdnsibility,

with increasing-power as the fingers approach its upp

correct amount of tone. A direct vertical stroke gives o
described.touch will bring" out one that is bell-like,clea
tone demanded by this part of th£ piece.lt may be sa
decides the. kind of a touch demanded, and here we ca
ter. Chromatic chords generally call for emphasis. See

are a section, and each four measures a phrase,with the
The first and second measures are not considered in th
Tempo rubatb calls for the quickening of the time whe
ritarding of time on nuances*, in each instance it is a g
er, by degrees. The pedal markings should he strictly fo
press and release it, i__i) remembering that the foo
hand. The checking off the pedal must be so accurately

Imm

' ' mm.m!m....

M

issi

a. *ne upper <u$ must De more pronounced man me r ^ in
tained organ like movement. The measures of quarter no
the end note of each run to fall on the instant that the acc

should bear in mind that the left hand fingers chords
4th finger of either hand is used on intervals of 3rd
4th.If pupils were only instructed scientifically from th
finger marfcs would not be required.

Kamen

®

m

hii£:js*«fi

r>«Hbiw:jmaEJ

u.>mteR^<

8 The most important principle in finhering- is to avoid a
as many keys in one position as possible.Tlie above finger
ought to be stretched even -more than large.: ones'.There i
$l(ifying.The*plan© can■not be made to sing except by corr

.9 The melody must sing: omt clearly against a subornated acc
played by the Composer, ^jas executed by the left hand alone
nently with the right hand; but, as written above, it is pfactic
ty of Pianists .
Mamennoi .. Ostraw

6L .

«"

.

tC# This note is frequently repeated by careless players, thereby
order that the melody may be heard against the accompanime
ascends.
- ■
‘
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inis piece is one ox uiose which ma&e greater oema

nique. The first part in Ab needs a rich melody tone for the
the left hand, (see bars .seven and eighty. Equal care must
II

properly subordinated in every instance to the ihelody.
. (lb) This episode in C minor may toe done either with t
iii "li :; i i ■
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Notice the echo-like effect
Cl) These chords with great delicacy and precision
Valxe. C. Gurlitt

would take any high stand in the profession.”—K.
The formation of habits is the fact constantly to be
kept in view whan finger-training- •or any form of technique—is in question. But the less of habit- -routinethere is in the practice of techniques, the better! T.

A:ik.

make the dryest work seem play to
prising how much of it they will do
and Song,” “ Mathews’ Twenty Les

and a careful study of the theori
Froebel’B Kindergarten system, w

very valuable hints in this direction
Every one has a different meth
If a pupil lack greatly in poetic sentiment, he should
not be given, too early, a piece in which poetic senti¬ notes. The writer uses a toy ladd
ment is the prime factor. Bather let him approach the | representing the five lines of the
goal by slow degrees, and develop the imagination grad¬ rounds, or in the spaces between t
ored counters representing the not
ually.—-J7. Oiffiffersi
the sides of the ladder may be used
With slow practice, a pupil is gaining in strength, and
which divide the staff into measures
strength is necessary for the playing of a pianissimo
passage. A weak and undeveloped hand can never ofjhe word scale from the Lati
make a perfect pianissimo.
It will be insipid and plained.
At first the pnpil should be taugh
characterless; on the contrary, a perfect pianissimo
clef
only; after he is perfectly fam
is simply strength restrained and controlled.—Flora M.
bass
clef follows more easily.
Hunter.
The value of the notes may be ta
It requires much greater care to preserve the legato
wooden cube, composed of eight Sm
when accenting than otherwise. Avoid those murderous
to the building blocks used by child
accents produced by lifting the hand at the last note of
represents a whole note, divided i
one measure and falling down thud on the first note of
halves subdivided, a quarter, and la
the nexj. Hold the last finger firmly while the next, 18 I may be cut to make sixteenths and
risfngfand hold it long enough to blend the unaccented
this means the comparative value
with the accented tone, and then your accent irsoft, yet clearly shown, without recourse to
forcible, and characterizes your rhythm with true ex¬
/ays so puzzling to young pupils.
pression.—D. Be Forest Bryant.
The rapidity with which childre
That universal weakness of humanity for self-indul- the notes and their position on t
genoe ; in short, that blind partiality for- self, causes these devices, will astonish the teach
even the matured and educated, how much more their self to the usual methods.
children, to be self-deceived. We know, instinctively,
While this study of the notes is
in certain instances, that we are not playing correctly, should be given a little training by
and, at the same time, are perfectly conscions that, to do Upon a table, raising the fingers
it right, necessarily involves an exertion of onr power, allowing them to fall back loosel
which to the pampered self is a very disagreeable thing; straipt. With very young childre
but we also know how to lull the reason to sleep, and interesting bjr singing to the, first fi
in this way we permit ourselves to be easily and ridicu- some such rhyme as this, taken w
lously self-deceived, We believe, because we want to from Froebel’s “Kose und Matt
believe, that it is thus all right. Oh, delusion I—From ures indicate the fingers which
the German.
syllabl
*
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t r months,
I irthern ire th< .. le es will be es
,,
.
•.
peeially valuable. from the feet Urn i they are selected by correct M E ,ish honeti(!
,u
about twenty of the most celebrated teachers and
4 Tbe word
mean8
■■■■ ■ ■ ■■■
Ques. 2.—Being a music teacher, I was very much inter^ted in the article, “ The Weak Points of Teaching,”
by Fillmore. Will you kindly answer me, through The
Etude, the best method of teaching how to know the
scale by ear.
A Subscriber.
.
m.
,
,
.
,,
, ,
Ans.—The most natural way to learn the scale by
. ,
.
,m..
,,
,
x
,
-bear is to sing it. lhis cannot be done too early. Young
....
.
,
.

played, all instruments of the orch
ists, should play together. Is c
there be solos, the word “Tutti ” i
the soloistB are to s;
witll the cho
c
6- There 18 no general rule abou
tions. The tempo is controlled by
.
,
. .. r T, . u,
of, each variation. It might be sai
,.
kinds of variations, formal and ch

beautiful and serviceable, and in the second volume, began at six years of age. S
(Peters or Litolff), Nos. 3 and 4, op. 88, and No. 1,op. ]y;ozart’s Sonatas,and plays w
60, (the theme with variations in this sonatina presents
Hay<Jn’s Symphonies for
some very interesting and useful fingering combinations) 8econ^0 a8 we[[ a8 the primo.
are quite attractive and not nearly so much used as the not frequent, yet they illustrat
*more hackneyed numbers in the first part of the first
maturity possessed by man
volume* and the Kuhlau sonatinas, op. 44 and 66, for connection with this last idea
four hands (which are original compositions and not ^;mes to parent8 who have put
Bimply four-hand arrangements) are charmingly pretty tbeir children’s musical educat
as well as very useful and instructive, and afford some ^ wa8 unfortunate that they h
very attractive studies in a branch all too little cultivated ^ aevera[ years passed, as I
that of four-hand playing.
.
v ,
possessed very good musical
The sonatinas of Reinecke, Schmitt, Lichner, Steibelt were somewhat stiff and awkw
and others will prove very interesting, and may well be they ever entirely overcame th
nied
Kuhlau. . Neveti.^
Nevecu
n^ed with
with or
or instead
instead of
of Clementi
Clementi and
and Kuhlau.
jQ g00ter’8 Physiology sev
theleBs
these
two
latter
authors
well
deserve
their
theless these two latter authors well deserve their popu¬
popu- aQ eXp[anati0n of the way c
larity,
larity, and
and may
may be
be safely
safely and
and advantageously
advantageously retained
retained in
in ac(jUjre the U8e 0f their sens
all
good
courses
of
study.
all good courses of study.
plainly that before a certain de
F.
F. R.
R. Webb.
Webb.
tjiey are noj. rea(jy to be set a
■

~

During this earlier period the
their feet, hands, eyes, ears an
tion, and with many failures in

HINTS FOR
TEAOHEES
HINTS
FOE TEAOHEES.

Do not allow the pupil to begin from the beginning to
The particular value, then, o
correct a mistake made further on. It is not only waste it appears to me, is, that the m
of time, but an "encouragement to make the same mistake I have indicated are just ready
again, and that simply because it will have been forgot- they have formed wrong habits

16 IiTsdecting^^pilc^^forThe^ pupil^have alternately one
A Yale professor once re
in sharps and one in flats,
young minds were just like so
The first difficulty that presents itself to the teacher pression, and jt might be added
is, that naturally uneven fingers must -be made to play jjke hardened clay, when it wo

^Explain to the pupil the difference of finger and wrist or correct tKMmpressionB.
action, and cultivate exclusively the former for some
It may be proper to say t
time. The jerking of the wrist and the objectionable teachers of music have been he
hand-push are the natural consequences of the weakness where the musical instruction

whole han^L^'TIms^sisted^theffinge/mlfsTrem^n for- it will be understood that m
ever weak, the touch becoming clumsy, harsh and stiff,
from explaining the rudiment
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We have a supply of elegant portraits of the great
masters—Beethoven, ( hopin, Handel, Mo art
and
Wagner—that are published especially for adorning par¬
lors and studios, at $1.00 each, postage 10 cents extra,
12 x 16 inches, on paper 22 x 28 inches, thus giving a
The publication of M
wide margin. We send these portraits framed iu fine offered in The Etude t
antique oak at $5.00 each. Express to be paid hy ened a surprising amo
great number of advanc
purchaser.
for them. Our subscrib
Thei is nothing gained by sendin smal . oun <i this edition, for we have
Bills for an even dollar amount, pense in making it a fi
money
and bills and postage stamps, where there are cents to binding. Moreover, the
go with the "dollar amount, are just as safe and save in these books are a gr
troubb. . 1 exj
;e at 1 ...
1 of he
tions of Mason’s Tech
Persons who live in small towns wishing not to incon¬ years of experiment, the
venience us, will kindly notice sis above paragraph and they are now eminently
not send personal checks for amounts less than $5.00..
pensable to a progressiv

Teachers will find just such good and easy music a?
they want in our “Album of Instructive Pieces,” com¬ teachers, but things that
piled by Theodore Presser.
A book of forty-sever considered. Neverthel
pages, containing twenty-five pieces from the best com largely upon the class o
posers. See advertisement for table of contents. Tht to the particular needs
taught hs, both as teach
it is qui^b worth one’s
good catalogue and th
In our judgment, it is sometimes best to send music which is most useful and
to patrons by the “ Prepaid Printed Matter Bates,” now say, that every teacher s
offered by the express companies. This is safer and no good pieces as a refer
more expensive than sending by mail. If the package order. The publisher
is marked “ Prepaid Printed Matter,” do not submit to the beBt musicians and
selecting desirable tea
publishing, therefore tea
something exactly to t
lists of new music publ

site for its correct performance. But when the trill
makes its appearance in the twenty-fifth measure, can it
be executed sufficiently fast to suit the character of the
whole movement? Certainly it can, and the effect is
corresponding. If the trill is not sufficiently rapid it is
but. an attempt at a trill, but not a real trill; for the trill
is a child of velocity, a beautiful ornament—not so many
sixteenth notes, of which two go to one eighth, bat a
warble, a simple turn. Even grace notes are children
of the same mother—velocity.
Velocity is the capacity to strike two or more keys
succeeding each other with great rapidity and yet with
perfect ease. The acme of velocity is reached when the
ear qf the hearer is not able to divide the number^of
sounds rhythmically. To attain such a degree ofvelocity, suitable exercises must be commenced at an early
age, and great care must be taken to avoid straining the
muscles. Two obstacles must be overcome, the physical
difficulty (which differs in different fingers) and time;
for you may be able to play fast for a short time, but
_when yon try for a longer period (and some pieces give
yon no rest whatever) your strength fails, and band par. .
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third—then the first and third, then the third and fifth fingers.
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The trill proper should commence with the second
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and thlrd> ^en wlth the tWrd anA fomth and ¥aad
second (by-the-by, the latter is a- very awkward movemenfc) * finally, with the fourth and fifth finge^j first slowly,
tsiea gradually faster, a little at a time, yrith many short
rest® between, ; The obstacle of time or duration can
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unmistakably, that this part. of the system attracted the ■ at
tention of all teachers is position, to -observe it. The his
publication of these principles took place in 1868, in Maso
and Hoadley’s New Method—a work prepared by Mr. Hoadley
but declined by the publishers unless he could induce D
Mason to permit his Accent Exercises to be included in it.
Mason’s Accented Scales comprises the results of all h
experience during more than thirty years in varying th
applications of it, and in adapting it to the Meeds of Pupil

of Different Grades.

Not leas interesting and important than the rhythmic princi
ples of scale practice, are the Variety of Scale Forms an

Touches.
Mason’s Scales are the First Considerable Addition t
Technics in • this direction since those of Tomaschek, o

Prague, were first introduced in this country by Nathan Rich
ardson, who had them from Dreyschock. Mason’s Scales ar

far more Varied and Musically Productive than those o
Tomasc
Che System contains sufficient Va
y of form

to carry a pupil Through His Entire Musical Education

The value of the Principle of Accentuation applied to E
that every book of technics now contains more or less of it.
ciple, no application of^ it has heen so ingenious ^and thorough
This work is a wholly new exposition of the subject, repr
who is a teacher and a virtuoso by the Grace oi;, God.
^
The entire series of Touch and Technie comprises the T
Scales, herewith aimounced, and one other work, Octaves, of wh
volumes, in order toenable teachers who are still dependent^ u
particular part of Mason’s System which they happen to need.
of the relative wine of the four elements in Mason’s System, an
to select the particular part he desires,
We have never offered teaoheramore valuable works than
Part iy School of Octave and Bravoura Playing,

/announ

ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER

There are few really good collections of easy in¬
structive music. This album will be welcome as
supplying a need with most teachers. They are
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that
the collection cannot be excelled for formative
pieces. No better idea can be formed than a
glance at the contents, which we here append.

CONTEHTS.
Gurlitt, C., op. 101, No. 10, Song Without Words.
—■
Schumann, A, op. 68, No. 1, Melody.
Schumann, R., op. 68, No. 2, Soldier’s March.
Behr, Fr., op. 603, No. 9, Bohemian Melody.
Reinecke.C,, Barcarolle.
Otto, J., Innocence.
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blossom Waltz.
Gurjiitt, C., Sunshiny Morning.
Behr, Fr., op. 603, No. 13, Little Hungarian Melody.
Behr, Fr., op. 603, No. 12, The Retreat.
Reinecke, C., from the Thousand and One Nights.
Kreutzer, Ed., op. 7, No. 8, Margaretha Polka Mazurka.
Gurlitt, C., op. 101, No. 8, The Fair.
Heller, St., op. 47, No. 19, Cradle Song.
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blossom Rondoletto.
Gurlitt, Cl, op. 101, No. 6,Slumber Song. ,
•• '
Behr, Fr., op. 576, No. 27, Gypsy March.
Strel ak .
dp 10 N< 10, S It rell<,
Heller, St., op. 47, No. 4, Sunday Morning.

Moelling, Theo., Little Dreamer’s White.
Goeraer, P., op. 2, In the Forest. •
Tschaikowski, Sweet Reverie.
Baumfelder, F., op. 288, Peasant’s Dance.
.
, .
Reinhold, H., op, 36, No.-l, The March of Fingall’s Men,
G. - ,op.26, No. 10, >lk - mg
Wolff,
5
, • j, No. 11, Mill 1>j the Bi ..
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A GAME FOB EVERY MUSIC STUDEMT,
PRICE 35 GTS., P®SYP«,
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by
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1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Price, 81.60.

By CHAS. W. LAND
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Nothing Succeeds
After six years of rapid

As Applied to the Teaching and Practice of
Voice and Instruments,

Author of “ Cariosities of Music,”. “ History of German
Song, etc.
!

to day stands pre-eminently at t
composed of 30 instructors tha
t.he Conservatory is located o
thoroughfare of the city of Phil
in, the most modern style, conta
private class-rooms, offices, etc

The methods pursued in teac
p igressiv . and strict! in acco
European Conservatories.

Free advantages offered to al
tion in harmony, Bight-reading,
A history of the rise, development, and prog¬ ble, symphony and orchestra
ress of German music. Although it treats chiefly concerts, lectures, and recitals
of the vocal side of the matter, the work gives a Teehnicons. The Virgil Prac

succinct account of the progress of German instrumental music as well and contains biographies of
Bach (father and sons) Handel,Haydn, Mozart, /Normal training conrse fo
Schubert, Schumann, Franz, and many others,
scholarships. Pianos, Organs
and an account of the chief German works in
music.
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A complete, durable, and exceedingly practical hand gymnasium
foi pr paring ’ 1 lands 1
i< * board * irk f eight inly
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Bend for circular,
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®. HUBS0H BIB WELL, 18 Semi St, UTICA, M.Y,

B\ ARTHUR FOOTE.
Published by Arthur P. Schmidt, Boston.

a: MONTHiY; MA

^HIS work ia published by sub
te nme is complete in 12 Pa
Professional and Amateur
the country endorse it.

The success of the first volume has b

Suite In 8 mlfflOF, and a dozen other piano pieces; annals of Organ Music in this country.
The music is selected from the most p
“ Go, lovely Rose,” and a dozen other SONGS; Trie for
t ions of tb<
, ’, * i i
...
, Ame
piano, violin and ’cello; Sffimatffl for piano and violin, and etc., etc.
We would like to impress upon you the
half a dozen other pieces of chamber music; and compo1st.—The music is edited in the mos
sitions for mixed and male and female voices, with and attention
given to the Phrasing, Pedal M
without accompaniment; also Serenade for piano (S.
2d.—The Music is printed from Engraved
3d.—No other work gi ves so much mus
Brainard’s Sons) j Humoresque for piano (Theodore
4th.—None of the pieces are loo difficult fo
Presser).

Price 10 Cents.

$1.00 per Dozen.

The object of this work is to aystembse practice and stimulate the
student to batter study. It contains a record of the pupil's work
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, with the
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date of each lesson is
also given, and In the back of the little book are' lour blank forms
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful.

and tht Profession® Organist wil Ms
tohteh ere only to be found at present in expe
, And in addition there are eight pages
1 >)»'•
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Organ s a and () gan < tompo iers.
Every topic will be discussed that wil
development of the Art of Organ Playing
yko Organists’ Journal coinifUtB Twk

SUBSCRIPTION, $8.00

The first volume Is now complete.
courae of publication, and will be sent,
subscription.
Circulars and sample pages, giving full
free, on receipt of name end'address.

Address the' Publisher,

THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1704 Chestnut St., Philadel
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. IN' FOUR BOOKS:

PART: L—The Two-Finger Exercises, ... .
PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically Treated^
PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated.
PART IV.—School of Octave and Bravura Play£.:■ j- in prepara ion.

An original system for the development of a complete
technic, from the beginner to the finished artist.

Its

distinguishing characteristics are s. Am active use of the

HSIAllD® an

pupil’s mind la technical work, with the resultant rapid
and thorough development; the application of accents,
thus developing a true rhythm § a discriminating touch
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that
secures the necessary facility and speed of execution.
All of v/hich is applied to the artistic and expressive
, e dition c £ m is tci I comp t iti< ns.

Bend for Illus

for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand.
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per¬
sonal use.

Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them-

selves and their pupils.

'

-

As this new method marks a most important reform in technical teach¬
ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood

gjHl

Chautauqua, M.fc5T.,

